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-

-

the "10x mindset" and how it has enabled me to challenge the status quo and 

the "10x 
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Introduction

• Thinking outside the box is key to growing your business

• Let's explore some creative strategies to 10x your startup!

• 10x means finding creative and innovative ways to grow your startup

exponentially. It's about thinking outside the box and taking calculated 

risks.

• To 10x your startup, you need to think creatively and innovatively. Don't be 

afraid to challenge the status quo and explore new solutions.



The 10x Framework

Why aim for 10x growth and not settle for the incremental 2x growth? It's 

It's because a 10x mindset stretches us beyond our comfort zones and demands 

demands innovative, out-of-the-box thinking. I've used this transformative 

transformative approach to grow Uzazi Hub, a marketplace dedicated to bridging 

to bridging the gap for African mothers.



The Problem We're Solving

The modern African mother often feels lost and unsupported in her motherhood journey. The support system she 

support system she would typically rely on is tied up with the pressures of modern society and the products and 

products and services she needs are scattered across brick and mortar businesses across the city.

We saw this as an opportunity to combine modern resources and technologies 

We saw this as 

to reimagine and elevate the 

elevate the motherhood experience.



The 10x Approach

1. Our solution? We use the '10x is easier than 2x' framework. 

2. We tackle a maximum of three priorities every ninety days, using a radical, 

nonlinear approach to growth.

3. Be different, be better than your competition

4. Encourage creative thinking and embrace failure and learn fast from 

mistakes

5. Going through seasons of “No”.  

6. We allow our vision of where we see our start-up in ten years to guide our 

strategy, not just the immediate challenges.

7. Example: “will this enable us to launch the next version of the product in 

90days? – If yes, proceed. 

- If no, look for an alternative or abandon



10x Mindset in Action

Daring to Venture

We’ve participated in high-

level expos, including the 

level 

Turkey 

Turkey 

–

–

Africa, China - Africa 

expo and the Africa Tech Summit 

Summit in Nairobi, which offered 

offered us global markets 

exposure and the chance to share 

share our vision.

Bouncing Back from 
Rejection

We’ve had to face and overcome 

overcome imposter syndrome and 

syndrome and rejection as we 

scaled up. We’ve persevered and 

and maintained our confidence.

confidence.

Simplifying Decisions

Our decision-making process is 

is driven by alignment with our 

our end goals. We have simplified 

simplified decision-making 

processes by focusing on a 

successful release in 90 days, 

using the example of planning 

planning product releases.



Prioritizing for Growth

1 Laser Focused

We concentrate on three 

priorities to minimize 

distractions and fully 

commit our resources to 

the most crucial aspects of 

our business

2 Alignment with Vision
Vision

The alignment of our 

choices and decisions with 

with our ultimate goals 

simplifies the decision-

making process.

3 Strategic Planning

Strategic planning through 

through our ten-year 

vision roadmap guides our 

our growth efforts to avoid 

avoid just reacting to the 

the market and actively 

shaping it.



Simplified Decision Making

Ultimate Goals

Simplified decision-making 

based on the alignment of our 

our choices with our ultimate 

ultimate goals

Long-term Roadmap

The strategic planning of a long-

term roadmap has helped shape 

our growth efforts to proactive 

steering instead of just reacting 

to the market.

Unconventional 

Growth Approach

We use a maximalist, 

unconventional approach to 

growth that involves radical 

nonlinear thinking.



Break Away from Traditional Thinking

The journey to embracing the 10x mindset also involves breaking away 
from traditional thinking patterns. 
It is important to have a clearly defined 'North' – a guiding vision or 
principle – that helps you realign when you deviate from your goals.



Influential Resources

If you want to learn more about how to grow your business, we recommend two books that have 

significantly impacted our thinking and practice:

• "10x Is Easier than 2x" by Dr. Benjamin Hardy - This book explains how you can achieve 10 times 

the results with only a little bit more effort than you'd need to achieve 2 times the results. It's a 

great read if you're looking for ways to supercharge your growth.

• "10x Your Business" by Grant Cordone - This book provides practical tips for how you can scale 

your business to new heights. If you're looking for ways to take your business to the next level, 

this is a great resource to check out. We hope you find these resources helpful on your 

entrepreneurial journey!



The Power of Vision

Our ten-year vision is the roadmap to our strategic planning and decision-making, guiding us not just 

to react but actively shape the market to serve the needs of African mothers. With the 10x mindset 

at our core, our dreams can be realized with dedication, resilience, and boldness.



The Road Ahead

Boldness

The need for boldness to take 

take up opportunities that 

that may seem out of reach 

reach has been integral to our 

our success.

Resilience

Overcoming the challenges of 

challenges of adversity, 

including rejection and the 

the feeling of imposter 

syndrome, has allowed us to 

to maintain our confidence in 

confidence in our worth and 

and potential and stay the 

course on our mission.

Collaboration

The African startup 

ecosystem has immense 

potential for growth. 

Collaboration can help us 

scale greater heights, bounce 

bounce ideas off each other, 

other, and collectively grow.

grow.



The 10x Challenge

So, fellow Innovators, let's embrace the 10x mindset, harness our creativity and 

creativity and the power of disruption, and realize our dreams of being 

being successful, innovative, and market-shaping.


